Easter break
activity pack

to Aimée on 07825417141

Cars Area Together
hope that you enjoy
your pack

In this pack and
booklet,
you will find…
• A timetable to help you plan your week
• An Easter Wellbeing Walk pack
• Easter Trail pack
• Colouring and activities pack
Instructions on how to make some of the items (some
are fairly self-explanatory!)
Materials to make:
• A rainbow mobile using pasta
• Make your own mask
• Egg box art pictures
• Stained glass effect window kite
• Pasta windchime
• Lollipop stick chick and bunny
• Papier Mache kit

How to make up the wallpaper paste for
your Papier Mache
1. Place 0.7 litres of water in to the cup
2. Sprinkle the full contents of the bag whilst
mixing briskly for
10 seconds.
3. Leave for 20 seconds.
4. Stir thoroughly before use.
You now have the wallpaper paste to start creating your
master piece!
You can use the balloon to sculpt on or a pot
from the recycling!
Tear the newspaper into strips ready to start
making your creation!
Paste the wallpaper paste on to a strip of newspaper and
smooth it on to the surface of your balloon or pot! Keep
doing this until it is completely covered. Leave to dry. Once
it’s dry follow steps as before. Do this step until you have
covered your balloon or pot with 3 layers of newspaper. Do
the final step with the white paper.
Once it is definitely dry then you can get creative! Either
colour it, paint in, stick tissue to it and make it your own.
If you’ve used the balloon you could ask an adult to cut it in
half and make 2 masks from it. Have lots of fun!!

Pasta Wind Chime

Makes 1 Rainbow mobile

Paint the bowl however you’d like! Be as creative as you want. Paint
at least 30 pieces of pasta in assorted colours. Leave your pasta and
bowl to dry.

Prepare your pasta – paint 6 pieces of pasta red, 6 orange, 6
yellow, 6 green, 6 blue, 6 indigo and 6 violet and leave them to
dry overnight.

Once the pasta and bowl are dry, they are ready to be assembled.

Making up the mobile

Glue or tie 5 pieces of pasta on to a piece of string making sure you
leave enough at the top of the string to glue to the bowl. Do this for
all 6 pieces of string.
Poke a hole in to the centre of the bowl. Cut the white string into
several strips. Group together & poke the pieces through the hole &
tie off into a loop on the top & tie off into a knot on the bottom to
secure.
Glue the bare area at the top of the
string to the inside of your bowl. Spacing
them out evenly. Cut just below the last
piece of pasta on each string. This
should give you different lengths all the
way around.
When you are finished, let the glue dry
& find a place for you & your little
painter to display your new craft.

First, cut the paper plates in half and have your child make 7
holes along the straight edge of the plate.
Make sure to also punch an extra hole in the top of the paper
plates if you plan on hanging them as mobiles. You’ll want it
squarely in the centre of the rounded edge, so it might be best if
you punch that one.
Next, have your child glue cotton balls all over the paper plates
to make their own little clouds.
While the glue is drying, have
the children make their rainbow
threads. Tie a large knot in the
string and place 6 pieces of
pasta in the same colour onto
each string.
Tie the strings of rainbow pasta
onto the paper plates, and add
an extra loop of string to the top
hole for hanging. It’s all ready
to hand and enjoy!

Egg box picture

Stain glass window effect kite
To make the kite frame you
need to cut out two diamond
shapes and several strips of
black paper.
Place one of the diamond
shapes on to a surface, create
a design with black paper strips
or shapes. You could do
traditional cross-shape strips,
or something of your own
creation.
Start covering your kite shape with coloured tissue paper
squares or pieces. When your kite shape is completely covered
with tissue paper stick the other strips of black paper over the
top of the other ones and then glue the diamond shape on top
of the other piece to enclose all the coloured pieces of tissue in.
For the tail, staple a piece of wool or ribbon to the bottom of the
kite. You could also add a few construction paper flags to the
tail – cut out a simple bow tie shape and staple to the tail.
Tape your colourful kites in a window to brighten up a gloomy
day.

Shape the tops of the egg holders
into flowers (see pic for idea) paint
the egg boxes in the colour/colours
you’d like and leave to dry. Whilst
they are drying cut out the flower
stems and leaves from the green
card and stick to the sheet of
cardboard.
Once the egg box flowers are dry stick them to the sheet of paper. Stick a
button inside each flower and leave to dry. Enjoy your beautiful flower
picture.

Lollipop chick and bunny
Directions
* First assemble the
base of your chick &
bunny. For each,
simply glue your
lollipop sticks together
to look like a fence.
* Set them aside to let
it dry completely.
* Next have your child
paint the front of the lollipop stick fences {one white, one yellow}
* Again, set them aside to let it dry completely.
* Now cut out the cardstock embellishments to give your pieces
life. For the chick, you could trace your child’s hands for its
wings, as well as cutting out it’s beak and feet. For the bunny,
cut out ears and a cute pink nose.
* To finish off the Easter Friends craft, glue on the paper
embellishments, as well as wiggle eyes.
* Then let it all dry completely, before displaying proudly.

